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Abstract 

Background noise significantly degrades speech perception for 

persons with sensorineural hearing impairment. A single-input 

speech enhancement using adaptive dynamic quantile tracking 

for estimating the noise spectrum is presented for improving 

performance of hearing aids. A histogram for each spectral 

sample is estimated by dynamically tracking ten quantiles and 

the histogram peak is used as the adaptive quantile for 

estimating the noise at each spectral sample. It does not involve 

storage and sorting of past spectral samples for finding the 

quantiles and thus is suitable for real-time processing. Speech 

enhancement is carried out using the geometric approach-based 

spectral subtraction. Speech corrupted with different types of 

additive stationary and non-stationary noise showed 

improvement in speech quality to be equivalent to an SNR 

advantage of 3–6 dB. The algorithmic and computational delays 

introduced by the processing are acceptable for face-to-face 

communication.   

Index Terms: noise suppression, speech enhancement, hearing 

aids 

1. Introduction 

Sensorineural hearing loss significantly reduces the dynamic 

range of hearing and results in abnormal loudness growth [1]-

[3]. The hearing aids for compensating sensorineural loss 

provide frequency-selective amplification along with dynamic 

range compression with the objective of presenting all the 

sounds comfortably within the limited dynamic range of the 

listener [4]-[5]. Sensorineural loss is usually associated with 

increased temporal and spectral masking, leading to difficulty 

in speech perception, particularly in noisy environments. 

Therefore, background noise needs to be suppressed for 

improving speech quality and intelligibility for hearing 

impaired listeners. 

The noise suppression technique for use in a hearing aid 

should have low algorithmic delay and low computational 

complexity. It involves estimating the noise spectrum, removal 

of estimated noise using a suppression rule, and re-synthesizing 

the speech signal. Dynamic estimation of the noise spectrum is 

important for effective noise suppression. Under-estimation 

results in excessive residual noise and over-estimation results 

in perceptible distortion, leading to degraded quality and poor 

intelligibility. Use of voice activity detection [6] for tracking 

noise during silence intervals may not work satisfactory under 

low-SNR conditions and during long speech segments. Several 

techniques based on statistical properties of speech and noise 

have been reported for estimating noise spectrum without voice 

activity detection [7]–[13].  

Minimum statistics based noise estimation techniques [7]–

[9] have low computational complexity, but they often under-

estimate the noise and need estimation of an SNR-dependent 

over-subtraction factor. It has been earlier reported in the 

literature that a quantile-based dynamic estimation of the noise 

spectrum from the spectrum of the noisy speech without using 

a voice activity detector can be used for noise suppression. 

These techniques use a quantile of the noisy speech spectral 

sample as the noise estimate [10]–[13]. They are based on the 

observation that the speech energy in a particular frequency bin 

is low in most of the frames and high only in 10−20% frames. 

Use of frequency-dependent quantiles is needed for estimation 

of non-stationary noises [13]−[14]. Several histogram-based 

techniques that estimate noise as the maximum of the 

distribution of energy values in each frequency bin have been 

reported [14]−[16]. The quantile-based techniques are not 

suitable for use in hearing aids due to large memory 

requirement and high computational complexity involved in 

storing and sorting the spectral samples. The histogram-based 

techniques pose even higher implementation challenges as they 

require estimation of multiple quantiles. 

The research objective is to develop quantile-based noise 

estimation technique for use in hearing aids. As quantile values 

are to be estimated in real-time for each frequency bin, the 

quantile tracking technique should have low computational 

complexity and low storage requirement. Towards, this 

objective a technique for noise spectrum estimation based on 

dynamic quantile tracking as an approximation to the sample 

quantile, without involving storage and sorting of past samples 

was developed earlier [17], [18]. An improved noise estimation 

technique that selects the quantile adaptively is presented. 

Histogram is tracked dynamically and its peak is used as the 

adaptive quantile for estimating the noise at each spectral 

sample for speech enhancement. The proposed technique, test 

results, and future work are presented in following subsections. 

2. Signal processing technique  

2.1. Estimation of noise spectrum  

The most frequent energy value, obtained as the maximum of 

histogram, in individual frequency bins is reported to be related 

to the noise level in the specified frequency bins [14]. The 

proposed noise estimation technique dynamically estimates 

histogram and the histogram peak is used as the adaptive 

quantile for estimating the noise at each spectral sample. The 

histogram is estimated by dynamically tracking multiple 

quantile values (q1, q2, ... qM) for a set of evenly spaced 

probabilities (p1, p2, ... pM). The desired quantile corresponding 

to the peak of the histogram is obtained by finding pi for which 

the difference between neighboring quantile values is 

minimum. The estimate of noise spectrum, D(n, k), at nth frame 

and kth frequency bin is obtained as  
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For estimating each of the quantiles, we use a previously 

reported computationally efficient technique, named as 

dynamic quantile tracking using range estimation [17], [18].  In 

this technique, an estimate of the quantile of a data stream is 

obtained without storage and sorting of past samples.  The 

quantile qi(n, k) is estimated by applying an increment or a 

decrement on its previous estimate, selected to be a fraction of 

the range such that the estimate after a sufficiently large number 

of input frames matches the sample quantile. As the underlying 

distribution of the spectral samples is unknown, the range also 

needs to be dynamically estimated. 

At kth spectral sample, qi(n, k) is tracked as the pi(k)-

quantile of the magnitude spectrum |X (n, k)| as  
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The values of Δi

+(k) and Δi
-(k) should be such that the ratio 

Δi
+(k)/Δi

-(k) = pi(k)/(1−pi(k)) to ensure that the quantile estimate 

approaches the sample quantile and sum of the changes in the 

estimate approaches zero, i.e. ∑di(n, k)≈0. Therefore Δi
+(k) and 

Δi
-(k) may be selected as  

 Δi
+(k)=λp

𝑖
(k)R(n, k) (4) 

 Δi
-(k)=λ(1 - p

𝑖
(k))R(n, k) (5) 

where R is the range (difference between the maximum and 

minimum values of the sequence of spectral values in a 

particular frequency bin). λ is a convergence factor which 

controls the step size during tracking and it is selected for 

tradeoff between ripple in the estimated quantile value and the 

number of steps needed for convergence as described in [17].  

The range is estimated using dynamic peak and valley 

detectors. The peak P(n, k) and the valley V(n, k) are updated, 

using the following first-order recursive relations:  
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The constants τ and σ are selected in the range [0, 1] to control 

the rise and fall times of the detection. As the peak and valley 

samples may occur after long intervals, τ should be small to 

provide fast detector responses to an increase in the range and 

σ should be relatively large to avoid ripples. The range is 

tracked as 

 R(n, k) = P(n, k) − V(n, k) (8) 

The dynamic quantile tracking to estimate quantile qi(n, k) as 

given by (2), (3), and (8) can be written as the following: 
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To estimate the histogram, quantiles coressponding to the set of 

probabilities (p1, p2, ... pM), are obtained using (9) with a 

common range tracked using (6), (7), and (8).  

2.2. Speech enhancement by spectral subtraction 

Geometric approach based spectral subtraction [19] is used 

for suppression of background noise, as this technique results 

in negligible residual noise. The processing consists of noise 

spectrum estimation, enhanced magnitude spectrum 

calculation, and estimating the enhanced complex spectrum 

without explicit phase estimation.  

3. Test results 

The proposed technique was implemented for offline 

processing using MATLAB using sampling frequency of 10 

kHz, window length of 25.6 ms with 75% overlap, and FFT 

length of 512. The histogram is dynamically tracked for each 

frequency bin by estimating ten quantiles for p = 0.25, 0.30, 

0.35, .... , 0.75 using λ = 1/256, τ = 0.1, and σ = (0.9)1/1024. 

Informal listening and objective evaluation using perceptual 

evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) measure (scale: 0 – 4.5) 

[20] were used for evaluation, with sentences from NOIZEUS 

database [21] as speech material. Testing involved processing 

of speech with additive noises from AURORA database [22]. 

PESQ scores were obtained for processed outputs for various 

noises. The SNR improvements at PESQ score of 2 (considered 

as lowest score for acceptable speech quality) are as 6, 3, 3, 5, 

and 5 dB for airport, babble, car, street, and whites. Mean 

improvement in PESQ scores and corresponding standard 

deviations are given in Table II. The improvements in PESQ 

score are significant with p<0.001.  

A smartphone app [23] was developed earlier with 

processing for dynamic range compression on Nexus 5X with 

Android 7.1 OS. The noise suppression technique has been 

incorporated as part of this app. The outputs from the app and 

the offline processing showed no perceptible differences. The 

audio latency of the app, measured using DSO and using a 1 

kHz tone burst of 200 ms as the input, was found to be 45 ms, 

making it suitable for face-to-face communication [24]. 

4. Future work 

Investigations are to be carried out for improving the 

performance of noise suppression by reducing the residual 

noise, musical noise, and speech distortions. The performance 

of the noise estimation technique needs to be compared with 

existing techniques using objective measures and by conducting 

listening tests on normal-hearing subjects. The speech 

enhancement technique may be combined with other signal 

processing techniques used in the hearing aids and tested for 

improving perception of different speech materials by the 

hearing impaired listeners.  
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Table 1: Improvement in PESQ scores  

Noise SNR 
Unprocessed  Improvement 

Mean S. D.  Mean S. D. 

Airport 

6 2.21 0.15  0.29 0.16 

3 2.01 0.17  0.33 0.16 

0 1.81 0.18  0.35 0.18 

Babble 

6 1.96 0.13  0.26 0.14 

3 1.78 0.15  0.23 0.20 

0 1.61 0.19  0.17 0.24 

Street 

6 2.28 0.15  0.27 0.15 

3 2.08 0.17  0.30 0.16 

0 1.86 0.19  0.35 0.17 
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